Safety-enhanced Human-Robot Interaction Control of Redundant Robot for Teleoperated Minimally Invasive Surgery
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Abstract—In this paper, a teleoperation control of a 7-DoF robot manipulator for Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), which guarantees a safety-enhanced compliant behavior in the null space, is described. The redundancy of the manipulator is exploited to provide a flexible workspace for nurses or other staff (assisting physicians, patient support). The issue with safety and accurate surgical task execution may arise in the presence of human-robot interaction. Based on the implemented impedance control of tele-operated MIS tasks, a safety enhanced constraint is applied on the compliant null space motion. At the same time, the control approach integrates an adaptive fuzzy compensator to guarantee the accuracy of the surgical tasks during the uncertain human-robot interaction. The performance of the proposed algorithm is verified with virtual surgical tasks. The results showed that the compliant null space motion is constrained in a safe area, and also that the accuracy of tool tip is improved, providing a flexible and safe collaborative behavior in the null space for human-robot interaction during surgical tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Teleoperated robot-assisted surgery has been motivated by the advantages of greater surgical precision, increased range of motion, improved dexterity, and enhanced visualization for surgeons [1]. For Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), the end-effector of the manipulator must go through small incisions on the patient’s body, which is commonly known as the Remote Center of Motion (RCM) constraint [2][3][4].

Redundancy of the serial manipulators can be exploited to achieve additional tasks, for example, obstacle avoidance [5], emotion conveyance [6], and manipulability optimization [7]. Redundancy can also provide flexible workspace with compliant motion behavior in the null-space for nurse or surgeon (assisting physicians, patient support) in a shared workspace. In [8], Sadeghian guarantees a correct task execution and a compliant behavior of the robot’s body in case of accidental interaction in the null space. However, the compliant motion in the null space should be constrained in a feasible area without violation of the kinematic limits [9]. At the same time, the robot motion in the null space conflicts not only with humans’ workspace, but also with other instruments and devices. Hence a safe constraint should be applied, when the robot is close to kinematic limits or near collision, the compliant motion in the null space must be stopped.

Furthermore, in presence of uncertain disturbances during human-robot interaction, the accuracy of surgical tasks should be secured. Direct fuzzy adaptive controllers are known to work in the presence of a large uncertainty or unknown variation in plant parameters and disturbances [10]. In [11] and [12] unknown time-varying periodic disturbances from human-robot interaction are compensated by an adaptive fuzzy approximation.

In this paper, a safety-enhanced human-robot interaction control strategy is proposed for tele-operated MIS using a 7-DoF serial robot, providing safe and flexible solution for the robot and the medical staff in a shared workspace. The controller integrates three parts: a Cartesian compliance strategy, a safety-enhanced collaborative strategy in the null-space and a fuzzy adaptive compensator. The implemented Cartesian compliant strategy is exploited to execute the MIS tasks without violating the RCM constraint. The safety-enhanced collaborative strategy in the null-space is proposed to restrict the collaborative swivel motion in a safe range based on kinematic limits or an actual workspace situation in the operating room. An adaptive fuzzy compensator is introduced to work out the uncertain disturbances in the presence of human-robot interaction.

This paper is organized as follows: The system description of the proposed tele-operated MIS system is shown in Section II. The dynamic and kinematic model of the redundant manipulator, and the corresponding methodology are presented in Section III. In Section VI, the performance of the proposed control schemes is evaluated with real robot. And conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

An overview of the developed tele-operated MIS system is shown in Fig. 1. A redundant robot (LWR4+, KUKA, Germany) is torque-controlled through the Fast Research Interface (FRI), which provides direct low-level real-time access to the robot controller (KRC) [13]. The tele-operation scheme implements a Cartesian position control for 3D coordinates with a master device (Sigma 7, Force Dimension, Switzerland) [14]. The orientation degrees of freedom of the end-effector are determined by the RCM constraint, as explained in Section III. The redundant DoF is exploited to provide a compliant human-robot interaction in the null space. For system validation, virtual surgical tasks in augmented reality are designed using a RGB 720p web camera.
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(Trust Trino) and an ArUco maker board [15]. The software system was developed with ORocos (Open Robotic Control Software, http://www.orocos.org/) application with a real-time Xenomai-patched Linux kernel and ROS (Robot Operating System, http://www.ros.org/) kinetic in Ubuntu. To secure the control frequency, the ROS vision node and the ORocos torque controller were executed on separate computers with UDP communication between each other: the control loop was executed on the “control computer” and the vision ROS node was executed on the “vision computer”.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Modelling the manipulator

1) Dynamic model: The dynamic model of 7-DoF serial manipulator in the Lagrangian formulation can be expressed as:

\[ \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{q})\ddot{\mathbf{q}} + \mathbf{C}(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{q}})\dot{\mathbf{q}} + \mathbf{g}(\mathbf{q}) = \mathbf{r}_C - \mathbf{r}_{\text{EXT}} \]  

where \( \mathbf{q} \in \mathbb{R}^7 \) is the joint values vector, \( \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{q}) \in \mathbb{R}^{7 \times 7} \) is the inertia matrix, \( \mathbf{C}(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{q}}) \in \mathbb{R}^{7 \times 7} \) is a matrix representing the Coriolis and Centrifugal effects, and \( \mathbf{g}(\mathbf{q}) \in \mathbb{R}^7 \) is the vector of gravity torques. The torque vectors \( \mathbf{r}_C \in \mathbb{R}^7 \) and \( \mathbf{r}_{\text{EXT}} \in \mathbb{R}^7 \) represent the control torques and the external torque vectors, respectively. To control the tool tip, the torque controller solution can be defined as follows:

\[ \mathbf{r}_C = \mathbf{r}_d + \hat{\mathbf{C}}(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{q}})\dot{\mathbf{q}} + \hat{\mathbf{g}}(\mathbf{q}) + \hat{\mathbf{r}}_{\text{EXT}} \]  

where \( \hat{\mathbf{C}}(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{q}}) \in \mathbb{R}^{7 \times 7} \) and \( \hat{\mathbf{g}}(\mathbf{q}) \in \mathbb{R}^7 \) are the estimated compensation terms, \( \hat{\mathbf{r}}_{\text{EXT}} \) is the filtered torque computed from external torque sensors, and \( \mathbf{r}_d \) is the control term introduced to achieve the desired tip pose.

2) Kinematic redundancy: In this paper, the 6-DoFs of the end-effector were used to perform surgical tasks. In this case, the swivel motion of the robot arm in Fig. 2 can be viewed as the redundant motion in the null space [9]. However, as it is shown in Fig. 2, the motion range is constrained with joint limits. The feasible swivel area can be calculated with analytical kinematics [9].

B. Surgical task implementation

As it is shown in Fig. 3, the tool-tip trajectory and the RCM constraint must be simultaneously respected during the surgery. Given the desired Cartesian position from the master device, an online pose planning scheme is introduced.

The operational coordinates \( \mathbf{X} = [\mathbf{X}_P, \mathbf{X}_R]^T \in \mathbb{R}^6 \) are the actual tip pose, including the actual tool-tip position \( \mathbf{X}_P = [x, y, z] \) and the actual tool orientation with Euler angle expressed by \( \mathbf{X}_R = [\alpha, \beta, \gamma] \). \( \mathbf{X}_d \) is the desired tip position, where \( \mathbf{X}_{P_d} = [x_d, y_d, z_d] \) is the desired Cartesian position given by the master device and the desired orientation \( \mathbf{X}_{R_d} = [\alpha_d, \beta_d, \gamma_d] \) is calculated based on \( \mathbf{X}_P \) online in order to guarantee the tip going through the trocar position \( \mathbf{P}_t = [x_t, y_t, z_t] \) during the teleoperation, as follows:
The rotation angle $\theta$ (see Fig. 3) between the actual tool direction $\mathbf{u}$ and the desired tool direction $\mathbf{u}_d$ can be calculated as $\theta = \arctan \frac{\mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{u}_d}{\|\mathbf{u}\| \|\mathbf{u}_d\|}$. The unit vector describing the rotation axis $\mathbf{u}_r = [u_x, u_y, u_z]$ from $\mathbf{u}$ to $\mathbf{u}_d$ is defined by $\mathbf{u}_r = \frac{\mathbf{u} \times \mathbf{u}_d}{\|\mathbf{u} \times \mathbf{u}_d\|}$. A Skew-symmetric matrix is introduced as:

$$
\Gamma = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & -u_z & u_y \\
 u_z & 0 & -u_x \\
-u_y & u_x & 0
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Finally, the desired orientation can be calculated using:

$$
\mathbf{R}_d = \mathbf{I} + \Gamma \sin(\theta) + 2\Gamma^2 \sin^2(\theta/2) \cdot \mathbf{R}
$$

where $\mathbf{R}$ and $\mathbf{R}_d$ are the actual and the desired rotation matrix, respectively. $\mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{R}_d}$ can be computed from Euler transformation of the rotation matrix $\mathbf{R}_d$. To reach the desired tip pose $\mathbf{X}_d$, a Cartesian compliance control term, $\tau_T \in \mathbb{R}^7$, is introduced as

$$
\tau_T = J^T \mathbf{F}_T = J^T \left((\frac{\partial \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{q})}{\partial \mathbf{X}})^T - D_\mathbf{x} \tilde{\mathbf{X}}\right)
$$

based on the potential function of a virtual spring and a damping term, as used in [16], where $\mathbf{J} \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 7}$ is the Jacobian matrix, $D_\mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6}$ is the diagonal damping matrix, and the virtual potential function $\mathbf{V}(\mathbf{q}) \in \mathbb{R}$ is defined based on the difference between the desired and the actual Cartesian trajectory $\tilde{\mathbf{X}}(\mathbf{q}) = \mathbf{X}_d - \mathbf{X}(\mathbf{q})$, as follows:

$$
\mathbf{V}(\mathbf{q}) = \frac{1}{2} \tilde{\mathbf{X}}(\mathbf{q})^T \mathbf{K}_s \tilde{\mathbf{X}}(\mathbf{q})
$$

where $\mathbf{X}(\mathbf{q})$ is the actual target pose calculated from forward kinematic function, $\mathbf{K}_s \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6}$ is the diagonal stiffness matrix. For simplification, we assume that the surgical robot is far away from its singularity and the pseudoinverse of $\mathbf{J}$ exists.

C. Safety enhanced compliant strategy in the null space

If necessary, the nurses can move the robot arm by hand to get free workspace, as it is shown in Fig. 4. However, it should also avoid the known fixed physical objects existing in the robot’s workspace. For example, it is dangerous to move the swivel motion near the blocked swivel area or hit other medical devices. Hence, a safe swivel motion constraint area $\psi$ should also avoid the known fixed physical objects existing in the robot’s workspace. For example, it is dangerous to move the swivel motion near the blocked swivel area or hit other medical devices. Hence, a safe swivel motion constraint area $\psi$ should also avoid the known fixed physical objects existing in the robot’s workspace.

To constrain the swivel motion in the safe area, a virtual force $F_\phi$ can be expressed as:

$$
F_\phi = \begin{cases} 
\mathbf{u}_f \cdot (k_\phi (\psi_{minf} + \rho - \psi) - d_\phi \psi) & \psi < \psi_{minf} \\
\mathbf{u}_f \cdot (k_\phi (\psi_{maxf} - \rho - \psi) - d_\phi \psi) & \psi > \psi_{maxf} \\
0 & \psi = \psi_{minf}, \psi_{maxf}
\end{cases}
$$

where $\rho \in \mathbb{R}$ is a positive constant threshold value to avoid the violation of the swivel constraint, $k_\phi$ and $d_\phi$ are the constant coefficients.

Then the corresponding null-space projected torque, $\tau_N \in \mathbb{R}^7$, generated from $F_\phi$, is calculated as follows:

$$
\tau_N = N(\mathbf{q}) \cdot (J^T \mathbf{F}_\phi - \tilde{\mathbf{F}}_{EXT})
$$

where $\mathbf{J} \in \mathbb{R}^{7 \times 7}$ is the Jacobian matrix between the robot base and the elbow, $N(\mathbf{q}) \in \mathbb{R}^{7 \times 7}$ represents the null-space projector calculated using the inertia-weighted pseudo-inverse matrix $\mathbf{J}(\mathbf{q})^{-1}_{inv}$ [17], given by:

$$
N(\mathbf{q}) = \mathbf{I} - \mathbf{J}(\mathbf{q})^T (\mathbf{J}(\mathbf{q})^T)^{-1}
$$

D. Fuzzy adaptive compensation for uncertain disturbance with human-robot interaction

Since the hand force $F_H$ applied on the robot arm in Fig. 4 is uncertain and time-variable, the influence of human-robot interaction on the surgical tip is uncertain. The filtered external torques, $\tilde{\mathbf{F}}_{EXT}$, are not accurate enough to estimate the hand force, $F_H$, in the real application. There is still an uncertain bounded error in the estimated terms $\mathbf{C}(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{q}})$ and $\mathbf{g}(\mathbf{q})$, which has an influence on the accuracy. Constant coefficients $\mathbf{K}_s$ and $\mathbf{D}_x$ cannot handle the uncertain disturbance. Adaptive nonlinear controller can compensate the unknown time-varying periodic disturbances from human-robot interaction [18]. During the surgery, the desired Cartesian position is achieved by the Cartesian position of the tool tip and the RCM constraint is performed by the orientation of the tool tip. In this case, 6 degrees of freedom of the tool tip are adopted to secure the surgical task. To secure the surgical task accuracy is as securing the accuracy of the end-effector. The total of unknown and time-varying disturbance on the tool tip can be assumed as $\mathbf{s}(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{q}}) \in \mathbb{R}^6$, $\forall t > 0$. 

Fig. 4. Safety enhanced strategy in the null space: 1) To provide flexible workspace for the medical staff, the swivel motion should be freely moved with hand force $F_H$. 2) The swivel range should be constrained to avoid kinematic limits and the possible collision in workspace, which could be set based on the actual situation in the operating room.
Controller parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_d = \tau_F$</td>
<td>$K_c = \text{diag}[3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D_k = \text{diag}[30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_d = \tau_T + \tau_N + \tau_F$</td>
<td>$K_s = \text{diag}[3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D_k = \text{diag}[30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\kappa_h = 150.0, d_g = 5.0, \rho = 0.06$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma = \text{diag}[0.3, 0.3, 0.3, 0.03, 0.03, 0.03]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P = \text{diag}[14, 2]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Results

Two healthy subjects (one teleoperator (male 28 years old), and one medical staff (male, 27 years old)) were enrolled to setup the experimental scene. The whole procedure
Fig. 6. Operative procedure: 1) Hands-on control ($\tau_d = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]^T$) is activated to locate trocar position (small incision on the patient body); 2) Tele-operation tracking is to control the tip tracking the virtual surgical tasks in augmented reality. The size of designed tasks are around 8.0cm\times15.0cm on the horizontal plane, which is similar to the actual MIS task. The vision interface displayed the camera images, RCM constraint, desired task path, actual tip drawn paths on the display.

can be seen in Fig. 6: firstly, the medical staff locate the small incision on the patient body and then the teleoperator use the master device to control tool tip tracking the surgical tasks. The tool tip should always go through the blue point (trocar) during the teleoperation. At the same time, the medical staff is free to move the robot arm in an allowed swivel area.

To evaluate the proposed control method, the Cartesian position error, $E_{X_p}$, and the RCM constraint error, $E_{P_t}$, are recorded during the whole experiment:

$$E_{X_p} = \|X_{p_d} - X_p\|$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$$E_{P_t} = \|(P_t - X_p) \times \hat{u}_c\|$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $\hat{u}_c$ is actual tip unit direction vector. The corresponding coefficients table can be found in Table I. Firstly, comparison of performance between safety enhanced control strategy (SECS) $\tau_d = \tau_T + \tau_N + \tau_F$ and only cartesian compliance control (CCC) $\tau_d = \tau_T$ were conducted on the fixed end-effector pose. Secondly, to validate the feasibility of the proposed strategy for general teleoperated MIS, the SECS controller is conducted with teleoperation tracking.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the two controllers with the same desired cartesian position and RCM constraint. The CCC was applied firstly and then the SECS was switched online. Fig. 7 (a) shows the swivel motion $\psi$ with the human-robot interaction. Fig. 7 (b) shows the magnitude of virtual force $F_\psi$ applied on the elbow to constrain the swivel motion. The online Cartesian position error is shown in Fig. 7 (c) and the online RCM constraint error is in Fig. 7 (d). It is easy to see that the safety enhanced strategy can constrain the swivel boundary in a safe area $[\psi_{min}, \psi_{max}]$ with the virtual force $F_\psi$. Furthermore, the online Cartesian error and RCM constraint error converges to zero.

Fig. 8 shows the performance of the proposed safety enhanced strategy on the teleoperation tracking tasks. The SECS was applied during the whole procedure to track three different desired curve tasks. As it is shown in Fig. 8, virtual task paths were designed in vision interface for teleoperation tracking with different shapes: (I) Half ellipse curve, (II) Sine curve and (III) Triangle curve. Fig. 8 (a) shows the swivel motion $\psi$ with the human-robot interaction. Fig. 8 (b) shows the magnitude of virtual force $F_\psi$ applied on the elbow to constrain the swivel motion. The online Cartesian position error is shown in Fig. 8 (c) and the online RCM constraint error is in Fig. 8 (d). It is obvious that the safety enhanced
strategy can constrain the swivel motion in a safe area and the online Cartesian error and RCM error are bounded and stable.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper developed a safety enhanced human-robot interaction control scheme for teleoperated MIS integrating three parts: 1) Cartesian compliance control involving the main MIS surgical task implementation, 2) null-space constraint providing a flexible and safe human-robot interaction undergoing surgery, 3) fuzzy adaptive compensation working out the uncertain and time-varying disturbance. Experimental evaluations were conducted with virtual surgical tasks to validate the performance. The results show that the proposed control algorithm not only can constrain the compliant null space motion in a safe area, also can compensate the uncertain and time-varying disturbance existing in the system, securing the quality of the surgery. Compared with other achieved compliant behaviour in null space [8], the proposed method apply a safe area to make it more safe for real application. However, the experiment is only conducted with virtual tasks in augmented reality. The future work will try to verify and optimize its performance with real phantom, involving more complicated dynamic interaction.
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